Welcome greeting by Prof. Dr. Heike Wieters, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

2:30-2:45

"European or transnational history?" by Maria Padovan, Roma Tor Vergata

2:45-3:10 "European or transnational history? The case of Superphénix's partnership between Enel and Électricité de France"
Presentation and discussion
Initial commentary: Dr. William Mulligan, UCD

"Political cartoons under the rule of Abdulhamd II" by Ermihan Aldinc, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

3:10-3:35 "Political cartoons under the rule of Abdulhamd II: between resistance and propaganda"
Presentation and discussion
Initial commentary: Dr. Paolo Broggio, Roma Tre

“Ideologies, Identities, Heritage: Historiography and Cultural Heritage Policy during July Monarchy” by Mario Migliaccio, Université Paris Diderot

3:35-4:00 “Ideologies, Identities, Heritage: Historiography and Cultural Heritage Policy during July Monarchy”
Presentation and discussion
Initial commentary: Prof. Dr. Hannes Grandits, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Break

4:00-4:20
"Multi-nationalism on a micro level? Regionalism and Minority Cultural Politics in the Ages of Empire and Nationalism in Central Europe" by László Mika, Roma Tor Vergata

4:20-4:45 "Multi-nationalism on a micro level? Regionalism and Minority Cultural Politics in the Ages of Empire and Nationalism in Central Europe: The Cases of Tyrol and the Banat in Comparative Perspective"
Presentation and discussion
Initial commentary: Prof. Dr. Alexandre Rios-Bordes, Université Paris Diderot

"Limits of collaboration." by Iason Kontaxis, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

4:45-5:10 "Limits of collaboration. An approach to the early text of the Greek occupation during WW II"
Presentation and discussion
Initial commentary: Prof. Dr. Hannes Grandits, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

"An historic reconstruction of Italian orientalism and the Muslim Arab response" by Cristiano Rimessi, Roma Tre

5:10-5:35 "An historic reconstruction of Italian orientalism and the Muslim Arab response"
Presentation and discussion
Initial commentary: Dr. William Mulligan, UCD